
 
 
Supply List for Fallen Leaves 

The colors listed are the ones used in the class sample. You may choose different yarn colors than the 
class sample. The class sample uses a yellow-green family and a blue-green family of yarns for a 
monochromatic[1] color scheme. Any hue[2] or combination of hues may be used instead of green. 
Perhaps blue-violet and violet? Perhaps red and gold representing autumn leaves? When substituting 
colors, please note the number of shades from light to dark required. A minimum of six shades are 
needed for one hue and four shades for the second hue.  

Note: Appleton crewel wool is sold in skeins and hanks. The quantities below refer to the smaller 

skeins. Be sure to specify crewel when placing an order. Appleton also makes tapestry wool in the same 
range of colors. Tapestry wool is too thick for linen twill. 
Yarn 

Quantity Appleton 

Color 

Number Family Name 
1 skein 251 Grass Green 
1 skein 252 Grass Green 
1 skein 253 Grass Green 
2 skeins 254 Grass Green  
1 skein 255 Grass Green 
1 skein 256 Grass Green 

 
  1 skein 353 Grey Green 

1 skein 355 Grey Green 
1 skein 356 Grey Green 
1 skein 357 Grey Green 

Fabric 
18 x 18 inch square with edges zig-zagged or serged on a sewing machine or overcast by hand to 
prevent raveling 
If not working border around entire sampler 

 6 x 6 inch Doodle cloth (muslin works well or use extra linen twill) in a small hoop, for working a 3” 
border sample if you choose NOT to work border around entire sampler  

Students will also need two (2) pair of 18 inch long stretcher bars. While not technically a supply, not 
everyone has then on hand or access to a local source of stretcher bars so they may wish to order them 
when ordering supplies. 
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